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This accessible text provides a lively introduction to the essential skills of creative problem
solving. Using extensive case-studies and examples from a range of business situations, it
explores various problem-solving theories and techniques, illustrating how these can be used
to solve a range of management problems. Thoroughly revised and redesigned, this new
edition retains the accessible and imaginative approach to problem-solving skills of the first
edition. Contents include: * blocks to creativity and how to overcome them * key techniques
including lateral thinking, morphological analysis and synectics * computer-assisted problem
solving * increased coverage of group problem-solving techniques and paradigm shift. As
creativity is increasingly recognized as a key skill for successful managers, this book will be
welcomed as a comprehensive introduction for students and practising managers alike.
Transforming data into revenue generating strategies and actions Organizations are swamped
with data—collected from web traffic, point of sale systems, enterprise resource planning
systems, and more, but what to do with it? Monetizing your Data provides a framework and
path for business managers to convert ever-increasing volumes of data into revenue
generating actions through three disciplines: decision architecture, data science, and guided
analytics. There are large gaps between understanding a business problem and knowing
which data is relevant to the problem and how to leverage that data to drive significant financial
performance. Using a proven methodology developed in the field through delivering meaningful
solutions to Fortune 500 companies, this book gives you the analytical tools, methods, and
techniques to transform data you already have into information into insights that drive winning
decisions. Beginning with an explanation of the analytical cycle, this book guides you through
the process of developing value generating strategies that can translate into big returns. The
companion website, www.monetizingyourdata.com, provides templates, checklists, and
examples to help you apply the methodology in your environment, and the expert author team
provides authoritative guidance every step of the way. This book shows you how to use your
data to: Monetize your data to drive revenue and cut costs Connect your data to decisions that
drive action and deliver value Develop analytic tools to guide managers up and down the
ladder to better decisions Turning data into action is key; data can be a valuable competitive
advantage, but only if you understand how to organize it, structure it, and uncover the
actionable information hidden within it through decision architecture and guided analytics.
From multinational corporations to single-owner small businesses, companies of every size
and structure stand to benefit from these tools, methods, and techniques; Monetizing your
Data walks you through the translation and transformation to help you leverage your data into
value creating strategies.
The Librarian IV Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice
exams in the subjects you need to study. It provides hundreds of questions and answers in the
areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam, including but not limited to:
supervision; staff development and training; budget preparation; public and community
relations; and more.
In the bestselling tradition of Brene Brown’s Daring Greatly and Nick Vujicic’s Life Without
Limits comes a rousing 7-step plan for living a life on fire, filled with hope and possibility—from
an inspirational speaker who survived a near-fatal fire at the age of nine and now runs a
successful business inspiring people all around the world. When John O’Leary was nine years
old, he was almost killed in a devastating house fire. With burns on one hundred percent of his
body, O’Leary mustered an almost unimaginable amount of inner strength just to survive the
ordeal. The insights he gained through this experience and the heroes who stepped into his life
to help him through the journey—his family, the medical staff, and total strangers—changed his
life. Now he is committed to living life to the fullest and inspiring others to do the same. An
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incredible and emotionally honest account of triumph over tragedy, On Fire contains
O’Leary’s reflections on being that little boy, the life-giving choices made then, and the
resulting lessons he learned. O’Leary very clearly shares that without the right people
providing the right guidance, at the right time, he never would have made it through those five
months in the hospital, let alone the years that followed as he struggled to regain mobility,
embrace his story, and ignite clarity of his life’s purpose. On Fire encourages us to seize the
power to choose our path and transform our lives from mundane to extraordinary. Once we
stop thinking solely on the big moments in our lives, we can begin to focus on those smaller
opportunities that tend to pass us by. These are the events—the inflection points in our
lives—that can determine how we feel about life now, where we are headed in the future, and
how many lives we can impact along the way. We can’t always choose the path we walk, but
we can choose how we walk it. Empowering, inspiring, remarkably honest, and heartfelt,
O’Leary’s strength and incredible spirit shine through on every page.
Recently, rapid technological advances have been influencing the global business operations
strategies at companies of all sizes like never before. At the same time, there has been a shift
in business cultures due to the rising prevalence of matrix organizations and innovative
thinking. This book investigates the role of these factors in shaping the business operations of
tomorrow. To address the topic comprehensively, the editors have gathered expert
contributions exploring the following dimensions: the business and organizational environment,
strategic design, innovativeness and risk management. Discussing aspects ranging from
customer selection to understanding regional, national and supranational market dynamics, the
contributions will help readers understand both the complexity of and opportunities presented
by designing operations.

Describes the features and functions of Apache Hive, the data infrastructure for
Hadoop.
The first medical specialty selection guide written by residents for students!
Provides an inside look at the issues surrounding medical specialty selection,
blending first-hand knowledge with useful facts and statistics, such as salary
information, employment data, and match statistics. Focuses on all the major
specialties and features firsthand portrayals of each by current residents. Also
includes a guide to personality characteristics that are predominate with
practitioners of each specialty. “A terrific mixture of objective information as well
as factual data make this book an easy, informative, and interesting read.”
--Review from a 4th year Medical Student
The energy industry is boiling over with changes. Deregulation, new opportunities
in foreign fields and markets and environmental challenges are rushing together
head-on to shape the energy and utilities business of the future. Extremely deep
offshore wells in the Gulf of Mexico and offshore of West Africa are being drilled
at immense cost. Meanwhile China has become a major energy importer and
Russia has become a major exporter. In the U.S., Europe and Japan, renewable
and alternative energy sources are developing quickly, including big
breakthroughs in wind power and fuel cells. This exciting new reference book
covers everything from major oil companies to electric and gas utilities, plus
pipelines, refiners, retailers, oil field services and engineering. Petroleum topics
include upstream and downstream. Additional topics include coal, natural gas
and LNG. More than a dozen statistical tables cover everything from energy
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consumption, production and reserves to imports, exports and prices. Next, our
unique profiles of the Energy 500 Firms are also included, with such vital details
as executive contacts by title, revenues, profits, types of business, web sites,
competitive advantage, growth plans and more. Purchasers of either the book or
PDF version can receive a free copy of the company profiles database on CDROM, enabling key word search and export of key information, addresses, phone
numbers and executive names with titles for every company profiled.
The Forensic Scientist II (Toxicology) Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by
allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study. It provides
hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on
your upcoming exam, including but not limited to: laboratory principles and
practices; use, care and operation of laboratory instruments; toxicology;
supervision; and other related areas.
Racism and discrimination have choked economic opportunity for African
Americans at nearly every turn. At several historic moments, the trajectory of
racial inequality could have been altered dramatically. Perhaps no moment was
more opportune than the early days of Reconstruction, when the U.S.
government temporarily implemented a major redistribution of land from former
slaveholders to the newly emancipated enslaved. But neither Reconstruction nor
the New Deal nor the civil rights struggle led to an economically just and fair
nation. Today, systematic inequality persists in the form of housing
discrimination, unequal education, police brutality, mass incarceration,
employment discrimination, and massive wealth and opportunity gaps. Economic
data indicates that for every dollar the average white household holds in wealth
the average black household possesses a mere ten cents. In From Here to
Equality, William Darity Jr. and A. Kirsten Mullen confront these injustices headon and make the most comprehensive case to date for economic reparations for
U.S. descendants of slavery. After opening the book with a stark assessment of
the intergenerational effects of white supremacy on black economic well-being,
Darity and Mullen look to both the past and the present to measure the
inequalities borne of slavery. Using innovative methods that link monetary values
to historical wrongs, they next assess the literal and figurative costs of justice
denied in the 155 years since the end of the Civil War. Finally, Darity and Mullen
offer a detailed roadmap for an effective reparations program, including a
substantial payment to each documented U.S. black descendant of slavery.
Taken individually, any one of the three eras of injustice outlined by Darity and
Mullen--slavery, Jim Crow, and modern-day discrimination--makes a powerful
case for black reparations. Taken collectively, they are impossible to ignore.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates
of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session.
The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior
to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the
United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837),
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and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
You can write a book-anyone can. But if you want to write a book that people will
want or even need to read, it's not as simple as sitting down to write. In fact,
that's one of the biggest mistakes unsuccessful authors make. Writing a book
can be one of the smartest moves for your business success. But you need more
than writing skills to create an impressive book that readers will love. You also
need a plan to market, sell, and leverage your book into a new level of leadership
within your industry to reach your professional goals. In Self-Publish & Succeed,
trusted best-selling author and entrepreneur Julie Broad shows you that writing a
successful nonfiction book starts long before you write your first chapter. To write
a book that boosts your brand, generates a profit, and makes you an influencer in
your industry, you need the #noboringbooks way. You're about to discover: -The
reason why you're not finishing your book-and how to overcome it. -Why most
books are boring, and how to keep yours from being one of them. -Which editors
you need to perfect your story and where to find them. -The one simple page that
could generate thousands of sales. -Seven places to sell your book (and only one
starts with "A!"). Nonfiction doesn't mean no fun. Write a money-making book that
delivers meaningful impact. Self-Publish & Succeed is your step-by-step guide to
writing, publishing, and marketing a book that will get attention, explode your
career, and change people's lives-including yours.
Wastewater Treatment: Molecular Tools, Techniques, and Applications provides
an insight about the application of different tools and technology for exploring
microbial structure-function relationships that involved in WWTPs. From the
present day consequence of alarming usable water crysis throughout the globe,
an immediate action on water cycle is necessary. Along with other options the
waste water recycling is one major opportunity to combat the future scarcity. The
book aims to provide a comprehensive view of advanced emerging technologies
for wastewater treatment, heavy metal removal, pesticide degradation, dye
removal, waste management, microbial transformation of environmental
contaminants, etc. It also describes different application of Omic tools in Waste
water treatment plants (WWTPs), describes the role of microorganisms in
WWTPs, points out the reuse of treated wastewater through emerging
technologies, also includes the recovery of resources from wastewater and
emphasizes on cutting edge molecular tools for WWTPs. We hope the content of
the book will be very much usefull for the community who are directly associated
in wastewater management research, people who are associated with
environmental awarness programme and the students of UG and PG courses.
Features: This book highlights the importance of molecular genomics, molecular
biology techniques to sort out the problems faced by industrialist who operates
wastewater treatment plant with the ever-increasing number of environmental
pollutants. Describes application of different Omic tools in Wastewater treatment
plants (WWTPs) Describes the role of microorganisms in WWTPs Points out the
reuse of treated wastewater through emerging technologies. Includes the
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recovery of resources from wastewater Emphasizes on cutting edge molecular
tools This book targets engineers, scientists and managers who require an
excellent introduction and basic knowledge to the principles of molecular biology
or molecular genomics in the area of wastewater treatment. Different
professionals working or interested in the Environmental Microbiology or
Bioremediation or Environmental Genomics field. Students on Environmental
Biotechnology/Microbiology.
For most people, the Great Crash of 2008 has meant troubling times. Not so for
those in the flourishing poverty industry. These mercenary entrepreneurs have
taken advantage of an era of deregulation to devise high-priced products to sell
to the credit-hungry working poor, including the instant tax refund and the payday
loan. In the process they've created an industry larger than the casino business
and have proved that pawnbrokers and check cashers, if they dream big enough,
can grow very rich off those with thin wallets. Broke, USA is Gary Rivlin's riveting
report from the economic fringes. Timely, shocking, and powerful, it offers a
much-needed look at why our country is in a financial mess and gives a voice to
the millions of ordinary Americans left devastated in the wake of the economic
collapse.
13,000+ recruiters 6,000+ firm locations FREE access to the latest online listings
The Directory of Executive and Professional Recruiters, otherwise known as the
Red Book , is the premier junior, senior and executive-level job seekers guide for
researching and contacting recruiting firms that will best facilitate their career
goals.Five easy-to-search indexes include: 84 Job Placement Areas (type of job)
120+ Industries (type of company)) 400+ Individual Recruiter Specialties)
Geographical (by city and state)) A-Z Listing
An interdisciplinary team of experts teaches newcomers how to open, staff, and equip an
insurance-friendly office for patients, and how to raise the capital necessary for it. New
coverage in the second edition includes: How to write a medical office business plan;
Compliance methods; Risk and programs; The insurance CPT coding issues; Six-sigma
initiatives; Futuristic information technology to track clinical outcomes; Treatment results and
medical care; Physician recruitment
The Founder's Dilemmas examines how early decisions by entrepreneurs can make or break a
startup and its team. Drawing on a decade of research, including quantitative data on almost
ten thousand founders as well as inside stories of founders like Evan Williams of Twitter and
Tim Westergren of Pandora, Noam Wasserman reveals the common pitfalls founders face and
how to avoid them.
For the criminal justice system to work, adequate resources must be available for police,
prosecutors and public defense. This timely, incisive and important book by Professor Norman
Lefstein looks carefully at one leg of the justice system's "three-legged stool"public defenseand
the chronic overload of cases faced by public defenders and other lawyers who represent the
indigent. Fortunately, the publication does far more than bemoan the current lack of adequate
funding, staffing and other difficulties faced by public defense systems in the U.S. and offers
concrete suggestions for dealing with these serious issues.
Clinical practice related to sleep problems and sleep disorders has been expanding rapidly in
the last few years, but scientific research is not keeping pace. Sleep apnea, insomnia, and
restless legs syndrome are three examples of very common disorders for which we have little
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biological information. This new book cuts across a variety of medical disciplines such as
neurology, pulmonology, pediatrics, internal medicine, psychiatry, psychology, otolaryngology,
and nursing, as well as other medical practices with an interest in the management of sleep
pathology. This area of research is not limited to very young and old patientsâ€"sleep disorders
reach across all ages and ethnicities. Sleep Disorders and Sleep Deprivation presents a
structured analysis that explores the following: Improving awareness among the general public
and health care professionals. Increasing investment in interdisciplinary somnology and sleep
medicine research training and mentoring activities. Validating and developing new and
existing technologies for diagnosis and treatment. This book will be of interest to those looking
to learn more about the enormous public health burden of sleep disorders and sleep
deprivation and the strikingly limited capacity of the health care enterprise to identify and treat
the majority of individuals suffering from sleep problems.
This handbook provides an overview of the research on the changing nature of work and
workers by marshalling interdisciplinary research to summarize the empirical evidence and
provide documentation of what has actually changed. Connections are explored between the
changing nature of work and macro-level trends in technological change, income inequality,
global labor markets, labor unions, organizational forms, and skill polarization, among others.
This edited volume also reviews evidence for changes in workers, including generational
change (or lack thereof), that has accumulated across domains. Based on documented
changes in work and worker behavior, the handbook derives implications for a range of
management functions, such as selection, performance management, leadership, workplace
ethics, and employee well-being. This evaluation of the extent of changes and their impact
gives guidance on what best practices should be put in place to harness these developments
to achieve success.

An invigorating, thought-provoking, and positive look at the rise of automation
that explores how professionals across industries can find sustainable careers in
the near future. Nearly half of all working Americans could risk losing their jobs
because of technology. It’s not only blue-collar jobs at stake. Millions of
educated knowledge workers—writers, paralegals, assistants, medical
technicians—are threatened by accelerating advances in artificial intelligence. The
industrial revolution shifted workers from farms to factories. In the first era of
automation, machines relieved humans of manually exhausting work. Today, Era
Two of automation continues to wash across the entire services-based economy
that has replaced jobs in agriculture and manufacturing. Era Three, and the rise
of AI, is dawning. Smart computers are demonstrating they are capable of
making better decisions than humans. Brilliant technologies can now decide,
learn, predict, and even comprehend much faster and more accurately than the
human brain, and their progress is accelerating. Where will this leave lawyers,
nurses, teachers, and editors? In Only Humans Need Apply, Thomas Hayes
Davenport and Julia Kirby reframe the conversation about automation, arguing
that the future of increased productivity and business success isn’t either human
or machine. It’s both. The key is augmentation, utilizing technology to help
humans work better, smarter, and faster. Instead of viewing these machines as
competitive interlopers, we can see them as partners and collaborators in
creative problem solving as we move into the next era. The choice is ours.
The call to "reinvent government"—to reform the government bureaucracy of the
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United States—resonates as loudly from elected officials as from the public.
Examining the political and economic forces that have shaped the American civil
service system from its beginnings in 1883 through today, the authors of this
volume explain why, despite attempts at an overhaul, significant change in the
bureaucracy remains a formidable challenge.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of
technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's
largest global IT media network.
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